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Preface  

 

Some Key Points reflected through the Book…  
 
Which are relevant and need consideration as an Entrepreneur in all business 
models… 
 
 

-  Always look at a business, an investment or opportunity and consider… Leverage, 
Control and ROI… Return On Investment 
 
 

-  Please focus on your Emotional and Financial Intelligence as you look at, start and 
grow… in your business.  
 
As an Entrepreneur, Emotional and Financial Intelligence are more important than 
academic knowledge or educational degrees.  
 
 

-  Make every transaction a WIN, WIN, WIN… every party in a business transaction 
needs to WIN. Get real value for their contribution (not just perceived value or feel 
good value). If not the business or you will eventually become less effective in the 
market.  
 
 
Take your emotions out of the situation… 
 

A ‘situation’ could be the deal, investment, business or interaction.  
Without Emotion… consider how much Leverage and Control you have and what is 
your ROI.  
 

 
Think… Leverage, Control and ROI 
 

1/ How much Leverage do I have with my investment of time and money?  
What systems or people’s time and skills can I leverage for better results? 
 

2/ How much Control do I have?… am I at the mercy of one company, a fad, one 
identity, a group or one body for my income to continue? 
 

3/ What is my ROI?… How fast (and what) can I get as my Return On My 
Investment? …  
 
NOTE: Investments are calculated in both Time and Money. 
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What I will be covered in this Book… 
 
 

Tips and Pitfalls to consider in these Small Businesses; 
 

- Traditional and Brick and Mortar Businesses. 
 

- Online Businesses like Shopping Carts, Drop Shipping and Affiliate Marketing 
 

- Selling products on Amazon and eBay 
 

- MLM, Multi Level Marketing and Network Marketing 
 

- Crypto Currency and other Opportunities 
 
 
Who is this book for? 
 
 

You… if you want to Start a business OR Scale Up an existing business… 
 

The Global MarketPlace is changing fast… So I will NOT be telling you HOW to do 
your business….  
 
The How of your Business will come after you define your W’s  
 
 

YOU will need to review this information… thinking of the W’s 
 
 

- What… Do I need to do today to become the future version of my 
successful self? …  

- What do I need to Focus on? …  
- What Business Model am I planning to use…  
- What forms of Leverage will I use? …  
- What form of Control will I have? …  
- What is my ROI for my time and money? …  
- What am I Thinking? … am I Thinking? …  
- What can I do Better?  
- And What Better Questions can I ask myself and my Mentors? 
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- Who… Do I Need to Become? …  
- Who do I associate with? …  
- Who should I take advice from? …  
- Who is my ideal customer? 

 
 
 

- Where… is my ideal customer? …  
- Where am I now? ….  
- Where do I need to be? … to have Passive Income… this will become clearer 

in a few chapters.  
 
 
 

- Why… am I doing this? …  
- Why do I keep getting these results? …  
- Why do I blame others? … I know when I point my finger to blame someone or 

something else… I have 3 fingers pointing back at me!!!! 
 
 
 

- When…. am I going to start…  
- When am I going to stop making Excuses… And stop watching webinar after 

webinar? …  
- When am I going to take control of my Emotions and TAKE ACTION…. 

Stay focused and NOT QUIT? 
 

 
 

OK now the HOW to… be Successful … let’s change our Thinking from 
making Excuses. Saying things like ‘I Can’t do that!’ … to…  

… How Can I make this work? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If you are an entrepreneur, with a physical business or product.  
You want to market it better and be more profitable...  

Then by using the information I am going to share in this book, can 
dramatically increase your profitability ☺ 
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This Book is Especially those who; 
 
❖ Want to become a successful online entrepreneur. And stop banging their 

head on the desk, trying to do it on their own….. 
 
 

❖ Or struggling after taking Marketing Advice from Sales People.  
 
 

❖ People that just can’t hack the 9 to 5 (or is it 7 to 7) and want Freedom! 
 
 

❖ People that just want another stream of income, that they can start part-time. 
That’s quick, easy, low-risk high return! 
 
 

❖ Mums wanting to stay home and don't want to go back to ‘Work,' that ‘Job.' 
 
 

❖ Maybe you’re like me, close to retirement and still want something to do!  
 
 

❖ Or are you already retired and are petrified how you are going to afford to live? 
How are you going to maintain your standard of living? 
 
 

❖ Or are you young and smart, straight out of school or college. And don’t want 
to be stuck in the Rat Race? 

 
 
 

What’s Your Plan B…. to future proof your income? 
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Introduction 
 
A little about me and my passion 
 
 

I grew up on a small farm and started my working life as an Auto Electrician and 
Mechanic. I managed and owned several automotive businesses, plus started other 
bricks and mortar businesses.  
 
 

Then in 2000, I started a Website Design and Internet Marketing business. So, for 
over 20 years as an Online Business Consultant I have helped hundreds of people 
either set up their business online or help them improve their business practices and 
online marketing. 
 
 
 

‘We Empower People to realise their Full Entrepreneurial Potential and use the 
Internet with easy systems, improving their Life Style and Cash Flows’ 
 
 
 

In a period overlapping that from the time I finished my auto electrical apprenticeship 
in 1980, until recently 2020. That’s over 40 years, apart from traditional businesses;  
 
 

I also tried MLM - Multi-Level Marketing also known as Network Marketing.  
As well as Drop Shipping, Affiliate Marketing and Crypto Currency. The high return 
one’s weren’t sustainable. While others delivered average to poor ROI for my money 
and time.  
 
 

Through detailed analysis and trial and error, as well as Flearning - failing and then 
learning for the failures.  
 
And through years of extensive Online Business Consultancy training and 
mentoring.  
 
 

The most recent major Mastermind Nicky (my daughter) and I attended was on a 
Fijian Island in 2018. This was an invite-only advanced training for 12 days. With 
another 25 Online Business Consultants from all over the globe.  
 
 

I have now identified the Best Online Businesses in several Business Models which I 
have listed through this Book each with reasons why. 
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The clear leader is an Easy Done for You, Turnkey Online Business. It’s like a 
Business in a Box which anyone can do, even an Internet newbie…  
 
It has massive Leverage and Control. You can 100% ROI within hours, with just a 
few clicks.  
 
And the amazing thing is it pays 100% commissions… Yes.. hard to believe it’s 
sustainable.  
 

 
I call it Your Dream Business … Check it Out! 

 

http://EasyOnlineBizSolutions.com/Dream-Biz  
 
 

 
 
 
Tried and Tested 
 
Everything I recommend in this Book or in any follow-up correspondence. Nicky and 
I at Easy Online Biz Solutions have used and tested for ourselves.  
 
 

Are you looking for; 
 

- More Leads, Conversations and Sales for your existing Traditional, MLM or 
Network Marketing Business… We have you covered ☺ 
 

- An Easy Online Business that you can run from anywhere as long as you have 
a Smartphone, Tablet or Laptop ….. We have you covered ☺ 
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BEFORE I go any further… You need to Face a Few Hard Truths! 
 
 

This book may ruffle a few feathers… It’s time to open your mind and grow.  
 
This information is only for people who can be objective and have an open mind and 
can THINK for themselves.  
 

If you’ve drunk the ‘Kool-Aid’ of a business opportunity and you're totally one-eyed, 
with a closed mind.  
 
And you can’t or don’t want to see other possibilities except your own.  
 
 

It may be a particular Gambling scheme, Speculative (Investment Deal) or MLM, 
Network Marketing opportunity or maybe it’s selling products on Amazon.  
 

 
You may as well NOT READ ON….  

….and keep your head buried in the sand 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you’re still reading….  You’re blessed… to have come across this short book.  
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It’s your simple guide to making more money and working less and you being in 
control of your destiny. 
 
This book can change your life…. Giving you the Time and Financial 
Freedom you have been dreaming of… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer….  

 
The Information in this Book is WORTHLESS… 

It is the ACTION on this Information that has VALUE… 
 
 

However if you want to step into success online in your spare time then keep 
reading… And then Take Focused Action…  
 
 

The eBooks conclusion will show you ‘Your Dream Business’. I will show you the 
key supporting reasons in the final chapters.  
 
Through every section of the book, I will highlight the main pitfalls and of different 
business structures. Many of which I fell into! 
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I also added a few Tips to each section.  

 
Just because I'm pointing out the Best Online Business. Doesn’t mean that you are 
wrong owning one of the other businesses described. I hope my Tips in each 
section, helps you in your business. 
 
 

Most people would consider the Best Online Business would allow them to have the 
freedom of a Laptop Lifestyle and be able to start and run it in your spare time from 
anywhere. 
 
 

Even if you’re an Internet Newbie… 
 

 
 
 
We Need Everybody…. 
 
 

Fact is that our society couldn’t operate if we all were all online entrepreneurs. For 
society to function, we need all different types of businesses from construction 
companies, restaurants to mechanical workshops, etc.  
 
 

It's the same with people; society couldn’t operate if everyone were an entrepreneur. 
We need the workers in all fields, tradesmen, hospitality, professionals, etc. and 
believe it or not the politicians and the like! 
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I MUST make this a point that is regularly overlooked! 
 

Anyone…  YES Anyone Can Make More Money! 
BUT NO ONE Can Make More Time! …  FACT or FACT! 

 
Except with the (fictional) Doctor Who's ‘Tardis / Telephone Box' or the Back to The 
Futures -‘DeLorean,' the car, the one Michael J Fox used to travel through time. 
 

I Guarantee if you apply the knowledge you will gain from this book. AND follow my 
guidance and mentoring.  
 
YOU WILL HAVE the lifestyle and cash flow of your dreams! 

 
However it does take a real Entrepreneurial MINDSET, dedication and real 
commitment to make a six-figure income. 
 
 

Real success is an easy step-by-step learning process, and I will show you the 
system that can make it happen for you. I will set it all out for you, so you can have 
the Lifestyle and Cash Flow you desire and deserve.  
 
 

So when you are reading this book, please think of what time you have left on the 
planet – How do you want to spend it! 
 
Our mission is to help thousands and thousands of people realise their potential and 
show them how they can Improve Their Lifestyles and Cash Flow 
 

What’s yours? 
Please think about it! 
 
Reach out and book a Strategy Session with Nicky and myself. If you need a hand 
to get started or scale up an existing business.  
 

https://EasyOnlineBizSolutions.com/book-strategy-session 
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Chapter One  
 
 
Where Are You? 
 
 

Most budding entrepreneurs have read 
Robert Kiyosaki’s books, including  
‘The Cash Flow Quadrant’…  
If not, You Need to… Grab Your Copy 
Now! - https://amzn.to/2LNFMGb  
 
 
Those in the E Quadrant are 
Employees.  
If you are an ‘E’ and stop working, you 
stop earning. You have NO Control or 
Leverage! 
 

And you have a boss or many bosses. If you're there, in the E Quadrant, read on so 
that you can jump to the right side of the Cash Flow Quadrant. And gain more 
control and leverage over your time and money. And create a better lifestyle. 
 
 
Most small to medium businesses are ‘S’ type of Businesses. The owner is 
in the S Quadrant. They are either Self Employed, a Small Business owner and or 
Specialist. Basically in this sector, if you, the owner can’t work, you don’t make 
money or your income is drastically reduced. 
 

You may have some Control however by moving to the B Sector. You will have more 
control and be able to leverage systems and other people’s time and their skills. 
Allowing you the time freedom so you can stop working in the business. The 
business still runs… without your daily involvement. 
 
 

A person in the B Quadrant is an owner of a large business; large businesses 
can operate without you, the owner. The business doesn’t rely on you going into 
work for it to be profitable. The business systems and the people engaged by the 
business keep it profitable, without you. 
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The People in the I Quadrant are Investors.  
 

Investing is not considered a business; it is a way of increasing cash flow or 
wealth by either actively investing in an instrument like shares, property, or trading 
commodities or currencies etc.  
 
 

You may have some control if you are hands-on and knowledgeable in investing.  
 
 

Or maybe you have NO Control and just give money to someone or something to 
invest for you, mutual funds, superannuation, 401K etc. 
 
 

You do however need to be very knowledgeable and focus on particular forms of 
Investment to be successful or leverage a professional’s time and skills.  

 
 

‘Wall Street is the only place that people arrive in a Rolls Royce 
 to get advice from those who take the subway.’ 

 

Quote by Warren Buffet - the World's most successful investor 
 
 
As you can see… The Right Side of the Cash Flow Quadrant has 
more Leverage and Control 

 
The Left Side of the Quadrant the ‘E’ and ‘S’ Sectors – You are Trading 
Time for Money (stop working stop getting paid) 
 
 

Whereas on the Right Side of the Quadrant B Sector  
– You have Systems and OPT which is Other People's Time and their Skills working 
for you. 
 
 

In the I Quadrant you have Money working for you. 
 
Which Sector Are You In?  
 
 

If you have read the Cash Flow Quadrant, you will realise that there is no wrong 
sector.  
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However, if you jump to the right side of the Cash Flow Quadrant, then you can 
create your lifestyle. You can have more Freedom, More Time and Money 
 

 
The Right Side of the Quadrant the ‘B’ and ‘I’ sectors, 

 is where you can make money while you’re sleeping... Leveraging 
Systems and People working for you or Money Working for You. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
E & S Quadrants - Get Paid for Their Time, One Time,  
That’s a Crime! (it rhymes, I’m a poet!!)  So they don’t make money while they 
sleep… 
 
B & I Quadrants - Get Paid for Their Time Over & Over & Over 
I will point out the pitfalls of being on the left side of the Quadrant and how to 
leverage a ‘B’ Sector Business, this will become clearer as you read on. 
 
 

There are Two Economies! 
The Left side and Right side of the Cash Flow Quadrant. 
 

1/ Effort Based Economy, the left side of the quadrant. 
Where You get paid one time for your efforts, stop working and stop getting paid. 
 

2/ Value-Based Economy, this is typically the right side of the quadrant 
Where Your Time & Effort are irrelevant.  
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As an Entrepreneur, you need to Give Value… be a Problem Solver!  
Solutions for Problems = Value to them (the person who had the problem) = $ 

 
Solve Bigger Problems for More People = More Value to More People = More $ 
 
 

So as you read this book, consider yourself as a Problem Solver… 
 

How can you solve more problems for more people?  
As that will equal more dollars in your pocket.  
 

As well as more dollars for all those that rely on your spending, investing and 
donating those dollars. 
 
Things to Consider… To move to a different Quadrant! 
 

Your MINDSET needs to change first 
 

- You need to fix your thinking to fix your life…  
- You need to improve your Emotional Intelligence… EI it is MORE Important than 
IQ Academic Intelligence… if you want to become a successful Entrepreneur.  
 
You can't be a successful Entrepreneur of 
any size business if you have a ‘Give-Me’ 
or ‘Owe-Me’ mindset like that of an 
Employee. 
  

Likewise, you will need to focus your 
thinking and think about what you are 
thinking about. You become what you think 
about… so be a Positive Thinker. 
 

To move to the right side of the quadrant. 
Ask better questions to and of yourself – 
better question = better answers ☺ 
 

You will need to understand and be 
comfortable with Delayed Gratification.  
 
The work you do today may not pay a return for weeks or months and the full reward 
(big payout) may be years down the track. 
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In fact, if you intend being successful  
You need to understand that you will never stop solving problems and learning. And 
you will understand that success is the journey, not the destination.  
 

‘Entrepreneurs accept that failure is a lesson… 
 And not a reason to quit’  

– ‘flearning’ quote by Dave Cane 
 
 

You Need Mentors and Coaches  
 

If you are serious about being successful in any area of life or business.  
 

Does a professional golf player, football player, etc - have a coach?  In business, 
you need a business coach.  
 

I have a Mentoring Program and if you share this eBook. I will be happy to give you 
a Free Consultation, they normally start from $397  
 
 

https://easyonlinebizsolutions.com/book-strategy-session 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To Be Successful…  
 

You need to make the commitment and then take action.  
 

The action needs to be planned and focused. You will get more done if you don’t 
chop and change.  
 
You need to focus on one type of strategy, within your business 
plan. 
 

Then you need to do it well, before moving on. Go deep not wide… specialize in one 
area and focus…  
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Keep Leverage in the forefront 
of your mind  
 

Focus and taking action first on what 
will give you the best-desired result, 
before doing other less leveraged 
activities. 
 
PLEASE Don't….  
Try to multi-task, leveraged or 
money producing activities! 
 

Yes, we joke that women are better at multitasking than blokes.  
 

However, in business the people that achieve more in a shorter time frame 
(productively and financially) are more planned and focused. 
 

Ladies Stop… We aren’t just talking about updating a spreadsheet, answering the 
phone or checking emails.  
Or mopping the floor and 
feeding the Kid.  
 
We are talking about 
‘leveraged and revenue 
producing activities’  
 

Leveraged and revenue 
producing activities are not 
just working on the Business! 
 

That can be working on You… 
yes, thinking and meditation 
are important leveraged 
activities that need doing 
daily.  
 

And yes you need it to be 
quite, with no distractions and 
to be focused on time.  
 

Read on and I’ll give you an example of Effective Tasking… 
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Focus On One Thing at a Time… Examples!!! 
 
Say you have 3 Income or Potential Income Producing Projects. 
Projects A, Project B and Project C, each has 3 sections which will take you a week 
or an hour to complete each section, to complete the Project. 
 

You can do the 3 Projects  
(Project A, Project B, and Project C) 2 ways...  
 
Which is more Effective and Efficient? 
 

Example One: 
- Start Project A, then start Project B, then start Project C.  
- Then come back to do the second section of Project A. And then Project B and 
then Project C  
- Then do the last section of Project A, then Project B and then Project C  
 

……. You will finally get, Project A finished after 7 weeks or 7 hours 
 

OR 
 

Example Two: 
- Start and finish Project A and do the 3 sections one of the other A, A and A.  
- Then Start and finish Project B’s 3 sections, B, B and then B. 
-  And finally start and finish Project C doing the 3 sections consecutively, C, C, C. 
 

...  You will get Project A finished after 3 weeks or 3 hours, and Project A can then 
be making you money.  
 

… You will get Project B finished after 6 weeks or 6 hours, and Project A and Project 
B can then be making you money.  
 

Conclusion… Example Two had twice as much productivity in less time! 
 

- So in Example One after 7 weeks or 7 hours you ONLY had Project A finished 
producing income etc. 
 

- And in Example Two after 6 weeks or 6 hours you had TWO Projects A and B 
finished and creating income etc. 
 
 

It’s NOT what’s more Urgent… But…   What’s more Important that matters! 
 

Urgent things may not be Important...  
While Important things normally become Urgent… 
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Chapter Two  
 
The 7 Key Factors  
 

The 7 Key Factors that a Business or Company needs to have before 
considering buying it, joining it or investing in it. 
 

All Companies (behind any opportunity, franchise, distributorship, etc.) needs to be 
equally strong in all 7 sectors. 

 
Imagine that these are 7 spokes of a wheel, one weak 
spot, makes that company very vulnerable to failure. 

 
1/ Trends 
The Company needs to be at the start or at least the 
front of a trend, never the end of a trend. 
 
2/ Products  
The products need to be well placed in the 
marketplace for value for money, which includes the perceived value for money. 
 
3/ Company 
The Company needs to be transparent, well structured and funded. Including 
effective and efficient systems, plus checks and balances for all departments. 
 

4/ Income 
It needs to generate good cash flow and maintain a healthy profit. 
 
5/ People  
The Company needs to have a good team spirit, the right people, doing the right 
jobs and being paid what they expect, so they stay loyal. 
 
6/ Support 
The Company needs to have efficient customer support systems. Including feedback 
and it needs to be easy to get issues solved promptly.  
Is, there effective, ongoing Support, Training and Mentoring for staff, distributors, 
affiliates or franchisees?  
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7/ Stewardship 
The Directors/Owners of the Company need to be transparent and show good 
leadership. It has to be strong, with defined strategies and goals. These also need to 
be clear to employees and customers. 
 
Keep this in mind with ALL Ventures…  

 
- Think about how much Control you have in the deal/business/opportunity. 
Control of the initial investment and ongoing income. Less control normally higher 
risk! 
 

- Leverage… Not just the leverage you get using Systems and Other Peoples 
Time and their Skills. BUT what is the return on for the Time & Money you are 
putting in?  
 

- What’s your ROI? Remember your costs…. Costs are paid in both Time and 
Money!  
 

 
Also, Consider the Top 5 Online Business Sectors by demand; 
 

- Biz Op Sector (Business Opportunities) eg people looking to start their own 
business or just make money online. 
 

- Business Education Sector includes 
Internet and Social Media Marketing, 
Personal Development 
 

- Health, Fitness and Wellbeing Sector 
e.g. Health, Beauty, Weight loss. 
 

- Relationships Sector e.g. Sex, Romance 
and Dating 
 

- Stock Market, Forex Trading, Crypto 
Currency these are also in the ‘I’ Sector  
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Chapter Three 
 
Let’s Look at… Traditional Business with and without Bricks 
and Mortar including B2B 
 
Disclaimer: 
Please understand I am not bagging Bricks and Mortar or Traditional Businesses, 
they are just not for me. 
 

Now I do acknowledge that our society cannot perform effectively if we didn’t have 
traditional businesses. And they need to be open to serve their customers. 
 

We need the mechanics, plumbers, road workers, nurses, doctors, taxi drivers, train 
drivers, police officers, coffee shops & restaurant workers. You get the drift… 
 

And all the businesses that rely on and or are is linked to those trades and 
professions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Are you always looking to get more  
Leads, Conversions and Sales? 

 

What if you had ALL the Social Media Marketing training you’d ever need?  
When you purchased certain Internet Marketing Training Courses! 
 

What if you got 100% of your purchase amount back with 1 referral? 
 

…. Full Details are in the follow-up emails… after you subscribe and watch the short 
video ‘My Dream Business’  
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Why be an Online Entrepreneur…  
 

Rather than a Traditional Entrepreneur with or without the Bricks 
and Mortar? 
 
 

❖ Prohibitive Start-Up Costs and huge learning curve. 

 
❖ Cost of Overheads to have and maintain business premises. 

 
❖ There are typically fixed times that you need to be at work serving 

customers, which is normally a hell of a lot more than 40 hours a week (that’s 
what the full-time staff work here in 
Oz)  
If you're in hospitality, then you’re 
probably working longer and when 
everyone is letting their hair down, 
enjoying themselves. 

 
❖ How do you have time off 

What happens to the business and 
profits?  Your Income normally Drops 
Off or Stops BUT Your Overheads 
Stay the Same or increases if you 
have staff paying leave loading! Now 
that Sucks! 

 
❖ Do You Have Staff? 

a/ Cost to have staff at work 
(superannuation, sick leave, 
insurance, etc. 
 

b/ The cost to have staff NOT at work (sick leave, family emergencies, holidays, 
trying to get done what they would have done, if they were at work, etc.) 
 

c/ They (staff) are mostly a pain in the Butt…  
I know you are not a pain in the butt. However I know, because we have all done 
it… laid in bed and thought seriously, do I really have to get up and go to work!  
And of course you and I did get up and rock into work. However many don’t care 
about the disruption their absentee causes others. 
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d/ STUFF UPS… (staff ups) by staff, on and on and on….  
The official equation is, Staff = Headaches X Many 
 

❖ In a traditional business of any type.  
To make more money…. what do you need to do?  
- Work more hours?  
- Open longer?  
- Employ more staff?  
Thus, having more headaches… 

 
❖ What happens if, just say, you’re a printer, and you usually charge $250 for 

1,000 business cards. When Vista Print can do the same cards for $59.  
Or maybe you’re the local fresh bread shop and a loaf of bread sold next door in 
the supermarket is more than half the cost of your loaf…  How do you justify or 
compete with that situation?  
And what about the stupid hours you need to put in from cooking to close. 

 
❖ How do you get more 

customers?  
Advertise a lower price, get into a 
price war and cut your throat? 

 
❖ How soon after you buy the 

business, franchise, etc do you 
get to that break-even point, 2 
years, 5 years?  
Or are you cash drained first, 
then, go under? 

 
❖ What does your family and 

social life look like? 

 
❖  What happens if you get sick, I mean really sick.  

An example in 2009, I was in the hospital for 7 weeks the first time and then in 
and out of the hospital for 8 years and 5 major surgeries.  
How would your business survive, what would the cash flow look like?  
How would it operate, without you? 

 
❖ How hard and what cost is it to replace yourself if something happens like 

extended holidays, family dramas, an extended period of sickness or off because 
of an injury or accident? 
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❖  How do you stay up to date with new technology? Have you got support and 
extra help on call (more overheads) 

 
❖ Is your market shrinking or business (income) at jeopardy due to 

automation and AI (Artificial Intelligence) example would be Taxi and Uber 
Drivers with Autonomous Cars summing soon. DVD Hire, Contact and Call 
Centre with Messenger Bots. If you have such a business what is the outlay to 
stay competitive? 

 
❖  Say your own a Bricks and Mortar Business or Franchise. Who’s in 

control?  

Do you or can you own the property. If not you are venerable. Yes even if you 
have paid $2 Million for a Macca’s Franchise you can never buy the property. 
You’re just a tenant operating a business that is ultimately controlled by 
McDonalds Corp.  

 
❖  What happens if you rely on vehicles or machinery? 

 What happens when they are being serviced or you have breakdowns? What’s 
the cost to business? 
Or maybe you rely on contractors or deliveries and they rely on the vehicles and 
equipment? 

 
❖  Now the Sales Rep or Party Plan model!  

You are standing around at a shopping centre with sore feet. Or driving all over 
the countryside. Hoping and praying that you have a receptive audience. 
How do you scale up sales? Stand on your feet longer, drive faster between 
appointments or discount more? 

 
❖  Now Online B2B Businesses they usually have the flexibility of working hours. 

However there can be many issues including; 
- Keeping up with technology 
 

- Finding people to bounce ideas off, mentors. The issue is normally the people 
that know the answers, have the market edge and don’t want to share it. 
 

- If you are selling a product or service. The same or similar is probably cheaper 
and that much less expensive that you just can't compete on price alone. An 
example is I don't work for 5 Bucks an hour.  To do website design, however, 
thousands in other countries do! 
 

- Support normally requires you to resolve an issue after hours and typically when 
one customer has a problem so do many others all at the same time. 
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- You still only have 168 hours in a week, some of which you need sleep...  
 

- So even if you have templates set up. You can only do so many jobs in a time 
frame. Unless you can clone yourself and have your clone work while you are 
sleeping! Ha! Ha! 
 

❖ Or Do You Take Your Online B2B to the Next Level and have a large office, 
staff, etc. Your headaches (staff) and ongoing costs (overheads) multiply…. Big 
time…  

 
Most Small Businesses Need… 
 

The things to strive for and to have in place as a small business owner is having 
systems, which any idiot can follow (any employee).  
 
As well as, have someone capable to step into your shoes. This also applies to your 
tools of trade, car, van, etc. Profitability will drop however if your profit margin is 
sufficient you should survive! 

 

Is your Business affected by 
Climatic conditions 
(seasonal and economical)? 
 
Do you make more when 
school is out? Or when the 
events are on in town… get 
the drift… 
 
How does weather affect 
businesses?  
Are you a tradesman or do 
you own or manage a 
resort?  
 
Or are you a B2B (Business 
to Business) who supplies 
goods or services to those 
types of seasonal 
businesses.  
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Fact is if your business customers aren’t buying then that affects your bottom line as 
well. 

 
Now lets touch on Economical Climate, having a business or relying on other 
businesses that are hugely affected by the local, regional or nations economy can 
also cause problems if the economy slumps.  Is your region reliant on a few major or 
national industries?  
 
Support, Training, and Mentoring 

 
The most prominent disadvantage about starting your own business as opposed to, 
say, buying a franchise, or buying a good franchise, is that you don’t have the 
Support, Training and Mentoring.  
Mentoring can save you making those mistakes that all newbies do…. which cost 
you time and or money. And gives you those screaming headaches! 
 
Support, Training, and Mentoring is a critical part of all types of businesses to be 
profitable quickly. 
 
Customer Service 

 
Is an important part of all small businesses. The customers can be difficult & 
complain, so they need to be kept happy and hopefully quiet so as not to give poor 
reviews. Fact is that poor reviews happen, just because there are so many 
complainers. 

 
Tips to Consider….  

When starting or owning a Traditional Business! 
 
How much Control and Leverage do you have…  
 
What do you have to sell after you build the business up? 
 
- Can you buy the premises? You will have control, as you are your own landlord… 
Paying rent to yourself. 
You can then sell the business and still collect rent. The new business owners 
maintain the premises for you and pay for their own fit outs. 
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This applies to ALL Business… who have their own website and do their own 
marketing. 
 
1/ Don’t get sucked into having any other website than a Wordpress website. 
Wordpress is used by over 38% + of all websites globally.  
 
You will have more leverage and control if you use Wordpress for your Business, 
Blog, Membership site or Shopping Cart… And use a theme that is NOT custom 
built.  
 
Have more Control and find a theme that has support and updates included in the 
theme cost. You won’t be reliant on the original web developer. 
 

 

To understand why I say this, contact me at – 
https://FindNetSolutions.com  

 

 
2/ Don’t get taken for a ride with online marketers. Before you engage them, make 
sure you have a basic understanding of what is involved and know roughly how long 
it will take.  
 
Knowledge is Power if Applied…  
 
So read on and I’ll explain ways to gain that Knowledge that will give you ROI of 
100% with one single referral. And how you can get a FREE Vacation for two 
people. 
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Chapter Four 
 
Let's Look at…  MLM & Network Marketing Business Models 
 

MLM (Multi-Level Marketing) companies need to have the 7 Key Factors equally 
strong.  
 
The Disadvantages of being an MLM Distributor; 
 
❖ One way to be successful in an MLM Company is to be lucky and sponsor 2 

brilliant, motivated networkers that have drunk the ‘Cool Aide' (total one-eyed 
believers). One on the right leg and one on the left leg (example for Binary 
Systems) 

 
❖ OR You need to develop the key MLM skills of;  

- Being able to effectively Attract People's Attention! 
 

- Be a good networker! (which most people aren’t) 
 

- Be a good salesperson (which most people aren't) A good salesperson 
creates the need in the other person's mind first before the sales pitch. 
 

- You need to be an expert on all the products 
 

- You need to live and breathe the products 
 

- You need to be a good trainer at training your down-line how to replicate you.  
 

- Be good at Networking, Sales and Product knowledge. 
 

- You also need to understand what you do, it needs to be easily duplicated. 
 

The sad fact act is very few people master all these attributes before they 
make significant money and or they quit. 

 
❖ A distributor needs to be a product expert. Understanding the benefits of the 

product. They need to sell the product as a superior product compared to all 
other similar products. 

 
❖ Products sold through MLM are normally much more expensive than 

competitor’s products. The reason for this is that the company needs to pay to 
so many levels, in the distributor network. 
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❖ Online competition wasn’t an issue 20 years ago. Selling Physical Products by 
MLM is not cost-effective today. As Commodities sell to the lowest bidder. 
  

❖ As a distributor to get paid commissions, you need to continually purchase the 
company’s products. Commissions are also paid on product volume 
purchased from your down-line (organisation) Normally a distributor is buying 
more products every month than they can use. 
  

❖ You are constantly chasing friends and family to be customers or distributors 

 
❖ Normally the ROI, Return On Investment is low. Unless you are a superstar 

salesperson and networker. 

 
❖ You are heavily reliant on the company doing the right thing. 

 
❖ You’re very reliant on your down-line (the people you sponsored)  

- To keep on buying 
- To keep sponsoring and adding to the down-line 
- And not jumping ship and chasing the next shiny opportunity. 
 

❖ The promise of great financial return is rarely achieved by most 
 

❖ the BIGGEST Disadvantage or 
MLM is you have NO CONTROL. 
 
The Company or others has ALL 
the Control;  
 
- Step out of line or just seem too. 
And they will remove you from the 
matrix. You lose your position, 
downline, business and income. 
 
- If the Government of the time is 
not in favour of Multi Level 
Marketing or the product then you 
also lose your business and 
income.  
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The Crypto Currency trap, the promise of high returns! 

 
❖ If the MLM Business is Crypto Currency based. Then it’s Very RISKY. 

 
Crypto Currency is a very buoyant industry, things change extremely fast.  
The majority of Crypto Currency businesses get court out. And go out of 
business as they mainly rely on new people joining or existing members 
re-investing back in. Then the members lose everything in most cases. 
 
Now.. In my opinion if you are not selling a real product. And the company is 
making money mainly from selling positions or a promise of paying you… And 
it’s not a product that can be used. Then that’s what I call a Ponzi Scheme. 
 
Note: I consider a product is something that gives value and can be used. So 
a digital product like digital training products can be used and give real value.  
 

 
The Benefits of being an MLM distributor; 
 

❖ You have a business that uses leverage. Leveraging the company's 
products, staff, your down-line and systems. 

 
❖ Being an active MLM distributor is that it teaches you how to be a good 

networker, marketer, sales person and trainer.  
However this takes time, and many people quit before they master the basics. 
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Chapter Five 
 
Let’s Look at…  
Shopping Cart Website Based Businesses 
 
I have developed many shopping cart websites for 
clients, so they can sell their products online. What I 
have experienced, is that the online store is nowhere 
near as profitable as the online store owner expects. 
 
The online store owner normally thinks that they put 
up a fancy website and the orders just come rolling in, 
without doing anything else…  

 
It is as if they didn’t hear what I said from the start. 
Yes, the website will be very SEO friendly (Search 
Engine Optimized). But you need to market your store, your website. 
 
Businesses of all types need to create awareness, the more competitive, the 
marketplace, the more marketing is required. Marketing either by using Facebook 
and other social media, writing blog articles, engage conversions on related forums 
etc.  
 
Marketing needs to be done, online and off-line. 
 
Marketing needs to be done diligently daily for any new business, in this case a 
shopping cart just to get off the ground.  
 
 

Marketing can be paid for in 2 ways…  Your Time or Your Money…. 
 

So with a very experienced and cheap marketing package, you should be budgeting 
at least 150% (in the first year) of the development cost. I’m talking if you outsource 
it to India or the Philippines. Otherwise the cost will probably be much higher. 
 
As a side note: there are good, bad and terrible SEO and Internet Marketing people 
from India or the Philippines. You need to filter out the bad ones … (from any 
country, not just India and the Philippines). 
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That makes the initial outlay for a successful shopping cart website about $7,000 
to $10,000 (at least) in the first 12 months to set up a good Shopping Cart Website 
and marketing it online.  
 
Plus the shopping cart owners still need to update the website, create regular 
articles, send out remarketing emails/newsletters to clients, to keep customers and 
potential customers connected. 
 
Now the Online Store needs Stock. The stock normally needs to be purchased 
upfront, before any sales are made, so the business owners are out of pocket again 
before they make a sale! 
 
Storage, Packing and Shipping, we need to ask! Does their car sit in the weather 
and the Online Store Stock live in the garage? 
 
What is the turnaround time from the order being placed to shipping? 
If it is ordered today and it needs to be shipped within, say 24 hours so the customer 
gets it within 5 days of placing the order. Then how do you have a long weekend, let 
alone having a week away… 
 
 
Gross Profit and Mark-Up.  
 

Yes you don’t have as many overheads, like a 
bricks and mortar store.  
You still have overheads and there is your time.  
 

BUT so often I see the Shopping Cart Store Owner 
thinking like a consumer, not realizing what the 
Gross Profit should be much higher on each item.  
They need to think as a profitable business owner. 
 

Here is the sad truth!  
Many small business owners, of all types, but 
normally not franchisees, fall into this trap…  
 
They think that Mark-Up and Gross Profit are the Same! 
 

Mark up on an Item they purchase to sell. To the sale price they actually get for that 
product is not the same as Gross Profit! 
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Here is an example 
  

Just say you buy stock (products) in at 50 cents each and you sell that same product 
for $1.00 each. 
That is a 100% Mark Up, right!  
BUT the Gross Profit on that Sale is only 50%.  
 

So by the time you add all the costs to have it and sell it (website, marketing, your 
time etc) the Net Profit is much less, simply because they started with the wrong 
percentage.  
 
The Gross Profit: 
 

The Gross Profit (P) is the difference between the selling price or revenue (R) and 
the Cost to purchase/make a product (C). 
P = R – C 
 

(Retail) is $1.00 – (Cost) 50 cents = (Profit) 50 cents. Which is half of the Retail 
Price, so the Gross Profit is 50% (half of the Retail Price) 
 
The Mark Up percentage: 
 

The Mark Up is the Retail Price (R) you got for selling the item. Less the initial Cost 
(C) of the item. Divided by the Cost (C) 
 ( R – C ) / C 
 

(Retail) is $1.00 – (Cost) 50 cents, Divided by the (Cost) 50 cents = 1 or 100% 
 
The Profit You Need to Watch is Your Net Profit 
 

Net Profit = your Gross Profit LESS all your expenses 
 
 

Downward Pressure  
 

It’s a fact that when people shop online they expect to pay much less for an item, 
which they can get at the local shopping centre.  
BUT again with every man, women and dog selling the same stuff from all corners of 
the globe online, price wars begin and everyone loses, except the consumer.  
 

The business owners Gross Profit shrinks even more. 
Eventually, the consumer suffers as well because the product quality drops to cover 
production cost, just so the manufacturer can keep selling to survive. 
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Customer Service 
 

This is an important part of all Companies and businesses. Customers can be 
difficult & complain. So they need to be kept happy and so they don't leave bad 
reviews. 
 

Fact is that bad reviews happen, just because there are so many complainers.  
88% of consumers take as much notice of a Reviews as a friends opinion.  
 
CPA - Cost Per Acquisition 
 

As a business owner, you need to know the CPA of a customer. The cost to acquire 
a customer needs to be less than the Net Profit made on the sale. 
 

So yes having a shopping cart, as a home-based business can be great and quite 
profitable. 
 

BUT only if you treat it like a real business, have a specific target market and you 
can do a lot of the online marketing yourself. 
Plus you need to have a Plan B so you can have that long weekend, or week’s away 
enjoying life. 
 

As you can see that having an Online Shopping Cart Business is just a JOB. 
However, you do have the flexibility, and you are your own boss. The other option is 
to become hugely successful and move the business to a big warehouse and have 
staff!!!  
More and Bigger Headaches… 
 
BIG Tips to have more Control and Leverage… 
 

1/ Don’t get sucked into having a Shopify or similar website.  
 
You will have NO choices… do it the Shopify way! Pay what Shopify dictates or 
close your account and lose it all.  
 

Set your Online Shop up in Wordpress and use a theme that is NOT custom built. 
Find a theme that has support and updates included in the theme cost. Wordpress is 
used by more than 1/3 of all websites on the Internet.  
 

You will have more leverage and control… More choices of what features and who 
supplies them at what price.  
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The price you pay for everything to do with your website eg payment gateways, 
shipping integrations etc is driven down because of the competition for your 
business. 
Plus Wordpress is easy to manage. You can take a back up of the complete 
website, database and all. Then moved it to any Hosting account you want… You 
own it… 100% you’re not stuck on the Shopify’s Server.  
 

What happens if Shopify server crash? Or they collapse or they get hacked? 
 

What would happen to your Business …gone in seconds! You will need to start all 
over again and develop another website… Will that be Fun or Scary? 
 

Wordpress is the most SEO friendly website platform as standard. And you can 
easily add plugins to improve the SEO more. We use one that when a Blog Post is 
Published it pings dozens of Search Engines feeders to come and crawl the site for 
keywords, images etc... Cool or what ☺  

 

Need a hand with Website Design… contact me at - 
https://FindNetSolutions.com/Free-Holiday  

 
… and Get a Holiday for two people at NO Extra Cost! 

 
 

BIG Tip 2 
 

Don’t get taken for a 
ride with online marketers.  
Before you engage them, 
make sure you have a basic 
understanding of what is 
involved and know roughly 
how long it will take.  
 

Knowledge is Power if 
Applied…  
So read on and I’ll explain 
ways to gain that Knowledge 
that will pay you 100% ROI 
with one single referral.  
And you Get a FREE Holiday for two people as well. 
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Chapter Six 
 
Let’s Look at… Drop Shipping as a Business Model 
 
Most common are Amazon and eBay, there’s others that are similar. 
 
There are 2 main types of Drop Shipping  

➢ Selling someone else’s products  
➢ or Sell Your own product on Amazon, eBay etc.  

 
Drop Shipping can be a smarter way of having an Online Store.  
 

Some Advantages of Drop Shipping other people's products are; 
 

❖ You don’t have to buy your stock first - you sell a company’s product, be paid by 
the customer. Then the company ships the product directly to your customer. 
Then you pay for the products that were shipped. Keeping the 10 to 50% 
difference between your cost and the price you sold it for. So less time and 
overheads… Than other forms of Drop Shipping. 
 

❖ The company that supplies the products normally does the customer service. 
 

❖ You can have that long weekend or holiday. As you are not the person doing the 
packing and shipping. 
 

❖ You can sell these products from your own website and also on eBay and 
Amazon and they get shipped directly from the manufacturer or wholesaler.  
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There is another Drop Shipping Model, let me explain how it works… 
 

With this Drop Shipping Model;  
You’re out of pocket from the start (well over $10K) … I’ll explain how it works. 
 
❖ First up you source a hot, new, trending product. 

 
❖ Find a reputable manufacturer for example in China. They copy it, make it, 

package it and ship it to say Amazon, to be sold on Amazon. 

 
❖ Meanwhile, you keep your fingers crossed that the quality, packaging, spelling 

and the delivery to Amazon are all OK. 

 
❖ Then from there it relies again on Marketing, however, on Amazon customers 

Reviews carries a lot of social proof. To help other people make that decision to 
purchase your product. The disadvantage is that you can’t buy Reviews. And as 
it’s a new product it doesn’t have any! 

 
❖ The product life is normally very short-lived, as it needs to be, a trending product, 

new, hot and in-demand product. The other reason that the product life shortens 
is that your idea is copied and the sales of your product drops as competition 
increases. 

 
❖ So you start all over again, find a product, have it replicated, made and shipped. 

Then build the marketing and social proof around it. Wow, that can be a lot of 
work. 

 
❖ It’s a Gamble, as you have no previous history of sales for a particular item. It's a 

big gamble. I know people that were stuck with a garage full of unsellable items... 
Do you know anyone? 

 
❖ You have No Control if Amazon or eBay change their rules or think you broke 

their rules eg spamming. Your account can be suspended or cancelled ☹.  

 
❖ And recourse can be very hard with large companies like Amazon and eBay 
 
NEXT are 2 Videos with people who are Leveraging Amazon.  
 

Then a Must Watch Video I did as a Conclusion and Pitfalls...  
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Both Desley and Josh attended our Meetups for Business Owners. They both 
leverage the Amazon Platform in different ways…  
 

These are must watch videos before starting an Amazon or eBay 
Business…Seriously please watch all 3 videos. 

 
Josh Savage – Marketer for some of the Big Brands on Amazon - 

https://youtu.be/qOP4fM7Sp8Q 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Desley has a Great product... BUT AMAZON’s a ….. !!  

https://youtu.be/yoSeK9L3h1w  
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My conclusion and the pitfall - https://youtu.be/2TLLk0StCBg  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However… Most Drop Shipping Companies Require You To; 
 
❖  Have a shopping cart type website set up. Which is linked to the company 

supplying the product(s), so stock levels and invoicing are reflected and done by 
the supplier. 

 
❖  Drop Shipping websites need good marketing online (or offline), which is a cost, 

in your time or your money, normally both…. 

 
❖  Limited market potential, normally a drop-shipping sale is a once off sale. That 

once-off sale is either to be one large up-front product, like a garden shed. Then 
you have the smaller add-ons, door locks, extra tie downs, pick up or delivered, 
etc. Or to be a smaller product that is consumer-able, lower profit per sale, 
however, they could be repeat orders. 

 
❖ You need to re-market (email follow-up etc.) for all online, or for that matter offline 

product sales. 

 
❖ Then the supplying company may also become your competitor!  

They normally also remarket (email or by post) to the customers you found for 
them. The supplying company may offer back-end products, which are more 
profitable and you miss out. 
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❖ As a business owner you need to know the CPA (Cost Per Acquisition) of a 
customer. The cost to acquire a customer needs to be less than the Net Profit 
(profit after everything is paid out) made on the sale.  

 
 

Marketing can be paid for in 2 ways…  
With either your Time OR with your Money… 

 

 
What’s Your Plan B?  
 

Stay tuned, and I will show you a Plan B that will also teach you critical Marketing 
strategies. That can improve your profitability and help you have more time for you. 
 
Plus You Get a FREE Vacation for two people at NO Extra Charge…. 
 
How do we do it? .. It’s a WIN, WIN for all... Hotels have a 70% occupancy rate.  
 
The Resorts and Hotels still pay all their running costs, the Air Conditioning, Staff, 
Cleaning, Maintenance, Gardening, Power etc regardless of the occupancy rate.  
 
So the 30% vacant rooms are sold extremely cheaply to use as promotions.  
 
This is to get people staying in the vacant rooms and spending money. Ordering 
room service, dining in the restaurant or drinking at the bar. Or having a spa, 
massage or taking a tour.   
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Chapter Seven 
 

Let's Look at…  
Normal Affiliate Marketing as a Business Model 
 
Affiliate Marketing is selling someone else’s product and getting a commission for 
the sale. The company normally has a replicated webpage (sales page) with your 
affiliate ID. That way they know which affiliate to pay for the sale. Similar to Drop 
Shipping. 
 
Some Affiliate Marketing programs pay to a 2nd level. Paying you if your customer 
refers a friend.  
Unlike MLM which pays to multiple levels, focused more on signing up team 
members. 
 
Like all Companies, Affiliate Marketing Companies also need to have the 7 Key 
Factor, equally strong. 
 
Affiliate marketing is where you as an affiliate; you are promoting and selling specific 
products. You get paid a commission for each sale. It can be very similar to drop 
shipping. However, normally you don't need a website as the sales adverts are done 
for you to post or promote all over the Internet. 
 
The Benefits of Affiliate Marketing are 
 
❖ Affiliate marketing can be done online or off-line. 

 

❖ You don’t need to have a garage full of products 
 

❖ The company does the invoicing and customer support 
 

❖ The company deals with product warranty issues 
 

❖ The graphical ads, banners (banner adverts) are done for you. 
 

❖ Low outlay normally to start 
 

❖ Do it anytime from anywhere. 
 

❖ You have a business that uses leverage.  
Leveraging the company’s products, staff and systems. 
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❖ In many cases (depending on the product and company) you can scale up the 
sales funnel that is working. That is increasing the marketing budget reaching 
more people (online and social media marketing). Making more money in 
proportionally less time. 
 

❖ Sometimes. Not Normally!! There are follow up products that you sell to existing 
customers. 
 

 
Disadvantages with SOME, not ALL Affiliate Marketing Companies 
 

❖ Many normal affiliate programs have low-value products.  Although the 
percentage of the sale price may be high like 30% or 50%, the commissions are 
a lower dollar value per sale. Which means you need a massive number of sales 
to make a good living 
 

❖ eBay and Amazon pay 1% to 10% affiliate commissions. And you have to wait 
until the following month to be paid.  
 

❖ The CPA (Cost Per Acquisition) of a sale can be close to the commission 
earned on some products if a low priced product. It also depends on the platform 
you are selling the products on. For instance, there is a very low return to make 
affiliate marketing sales on eBay or Amazon, 3% to 10%. 
 

❖ You don't get the more significant back-end sales with a lot of Affiliate 
companies. The company re-markets to the customers, you brought them. With 
some affiliate companies that are straight away. However many are after 30 or 90 
days when your cookie expires. The cookie sits on the web browser and is the 
software that links your affiliate ID to the customer.  Meaning you miss out on the 
following big commissions, even though you found the customer for the company 
in the first place. 
 

❖ Teaching yourself, you don’t get coaching and mentors with normal affiliate 
marketing companies. Having a coach or mentors that have done it before can 
save you from wasting a lot of time and money.  
 

❖ Most affiliates are not profitable, as it takes a lot of time and mistakes to learn 
how to market effectively. Plus they normally focus on low priced products. So 
when they do get a sale it is only a few bucks gross profit. And may sales, go 
close to the CPA (Cost Per Acquisition) of that client.  
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Chapter Eight 
 
How to Pick the Best Online Business!  
 

With High Ticket Affiliate products the commissions are higher, and although you 
may get fewer sales per month, the dollar value and profit are greater per sale.  
 

Plus you can afford to spend more on marketing to acquire a customer and still stay 
very profitable. 
 

Thus, you are spending a similar amount of time to get a customer, AND each 
customer is worth much more on every sale. 
 
Here are a few examples; 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
OK, which is easier? 
 

To make $10,000, which do you think is easier.  
If both products were marketed to their ideal clients. 

 
Just say you make 50% commission both products Option I and Option 2 
 
Option 1 – you make $10 on every sale BUT you need to sell 1,000 of them 
OR 
Option 2 – you make $1,000 on every sale and you ONLY need to sell 10 of them. 
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I Choose Option 2 and that is the basic difference between Normal Affiliate 
Marketing and High Ticket Affiliate Marketing. 
 

 
OK, let’s get a bit More Real!... as if you can live on $10,000… 
 

To make $100,000 online…  
 

Which is easier and would require less marketing if the 2 products were both equally 
great value for money; 
 

1/ Sell 10,000 eBooks or widgets at $10 
Gross Profit each 
 

2/ Sell 100 High Ticket Business 
Educational Products or similar at $1,000 
Gross Profit each 
 

So let's look at Net Profit in both 
examples 1 and 2 we know that it took a 
similar amount of your time to do the 
actual marketing. 
Just as a hypothetical example say; 
 

1/ The eBook that you made $10 Gross 
Profit for each sale. The average cost was 
$7.50 to acquire that customer.  
Your Net Profit for your sale is $2.50. 
Multiply that by 10,000 sales (that’s over 1,900 sales per week). 
 
You Made $25,000 for the year before tax. 
 

2/ The Business Educational Products you made $1,000 Gross Profit on each 
sale. The average cost was $75 (10x example 1 the eBook) to acquire each 
customer.  
Your Net Profit for your sale is $925. Multiply that by 100 sales (that’s 2 a week).  
 
You made $92,500 for the year. 
 
          This is the Fundamentals of a…  
                     High Ticket Affiliate Marketing Businesses!!! 
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The Benefits of High Ticket Affiliate Marketing are; 
 

❖ Affiliate marketing can be done online or offline. 
 

❖ You don’t need staff 
 

❖ Low overheads, NO special equipment or buildings. 
 

❖ You can run the business from anywhere with a Laptop and Wi-Fi 
 

❖ You have time freedom 
 

❖ In some instances, you don't need to be a good salesperson;  
the Company does the phone sales and follows up for you. 
 

❖ It is easier to master Marketing; which normally is the only primary skill you need 
to master. As the Company in most cases does the Sales, Product Development, 
Shipping, Invoicing and Customer Service. 
 

❖ You don’t need to have a garage full of products 
 

❖ The company deals with product warranty issues, not you. 
 

❖ The graphical ads, banners (banner adverts) are done for you. 
 

❖ You have a business that uses leverage.  
Leveraging the company’s staff and systems. 

 

❖ The products in many cases don’t suffer from discount wars, which intern would 
diminish your commission and net profit. 
 

❖ In many cases (depending on the product and company) you can scale up, sales 
funnel that is working. That is increasing the marketing budget reaching more 
people (online and social media marketing). Making more money in proportionally 
less time. 
 

❖ Sometimes. Not Normally!! There are follow up products that you and selling to 
existing customers.  
These products may be a higher cost than the initial product, meaning your 
commissions are higher from the sale to that same customer.  
 

❖ The main benefit of High Ticket Affiliate Marketing over standard Affiliate 
Marketing is the Higher Commissions. Which normally means higher Net Profits. 

 

So as you can see that High Ticket Affiliate Business can offer a better lifestyle and 
cash flow than traditional and other online businesses. 
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The Pitfalls of some High Ticket Affiliate Marketing Businesses 
 

❖ It is typically expensive to get started, many thousands or tens of thousands of 
dollars. And you may only get a training and or personal development seminar in 
a luxury resort. Plus a website and the right to sell the High Ticket Products. 
 

❖ And there is no way to Earn as You Learn how to be profitable in the business. 
 

❖ Your commissions are only 15% to 50% on the high ticket products 
 

❖ You usually need to do the follow-up Phone Sales, yourself. 
 

❖ You may need to master both, Marketing and Salesmanship, which are skills that 
take time to learn. 
 

❖ In most cases you have other costs and skills you need to develop your own 
sales funnels, many Companies only supply the Affiliate Information Website. 
(with your affiliate link). So you need to learn and develop Lead Capture Pages, 
also known as Landing or Squeeze pages and Sales Pages (web pages).  
 

❖ Welcome emails and follow up emails are generally not provided. You need to 
develop dozens of masterful marketing emails, by yourself! 
- Plus you have another cost of an Autoresponder Follow-Up Email Program like 
Aweber which is from $19 per month 

 
 

So when you choose a High Ticket Affiliate Program 
 

Make sure the Company offers all the Benefits mentioned AND NONE of the Pitfalls, 
mentioned above.  

 
 

What does Your Dream Business look like? 
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The 10 Critical Things that You Need to Look for are; 
 
1/ Find a Turnkey Business… A Business in a Box… that’s all done for you.  
You want it all set up ready so you can make money within hours.  
Make sure it has; 

- The websites and Landing (Opt-In) pages done for you 
- Follow up emails and the system is included and all set up for you 
- Make sure you can easily add a Bridge page so people see and hear you. So 

they gain more trust after Opting in from your Landing page (webpage) 
- Make sure you can link in your own sales funnel opt-in pages and 

autoresponders if you’re an advanced Marketer. 
 

2/ It needs to be an EASY online Business. That simple to run… that simple 
ANYONE can do it even an Internet Newbie. 
 

3/ Requires very little Time… can be automated and done in your spare time… 
even if you have none! 
 

4/ Flexible, run it from your Laptop, Tablet or Smart Phone…. from anywhere 
with a Wi-Fi connection. 
 

5/ Make sure it’s Affordable for you to start.  
 

6/ Fast ROI… Make sure that you can get a quick Return on Your Investment 
 

7/ You want to make at least $100 to $1,000 per sale… so that you can afford to 
Scale it Up. 
 

8/ Scalable… You want to have systems in place and profit in the product to make it 
easy to scale up sales and your profit with little or no extra time.  
 

9/ Support and training... needs to be easy to access and training relevant. 
 

10/ Products need to be…  
a/ In more than one of the main product niche (explained on Page 19) eg would be 
Business/Marketing Education AND Biz Opp (Business Opportunities)  
 

b/ Of course it should be digital products so the Commissions are higher as they 
only need to be made once and can be sold thousands of times over.  
Instant delivery, no extra costs in handling or shipping.  

 
BONUS No.11/ Your income should NOT be affected negatively by the location of 
your customers… Climate either seasonal or economic should also be considered. 
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Of Course… You DON’T WANT… 
The pitfalls of all the previous mentioned businesses… 
 

Trust Me… You Don’t Want; 
 

❖ Staff 

❖ Equipment or infrastructure overheads 

❖ Products to buy, store or ship 

❖ Products that are affected by the market driving their price down 

❖ To Deal with warranty claims 

❖ Fixed hours 

❖ Fixed locations (stuck in an office) 

❖ An income that is seasonally (or weather) affected 

❖ An income that is location based (not national or global) 

❖ A Business or Product that is not easily marketed online 

❖ You Do NOT want to be stuck trading time for money  

 
Fact – Every product and service needs good marketing… 

So by Mastering Marketing you will… 
Make more money in less time… 

And Future Proof yourself… 
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A Skill for Life… Marketing and get Paid while you learn…  
 

If you're in a business that allows you to earn and learn. And it gives you training at 
no extra cost... then that is an extra Bonus ☺  
 

Plus you want the ability to develop your skills to market anything effectively online. 
Then you can use your knowledge and skills with future businesses and products.  
 

Marketing… is a Skill for Life…Regardless of what happens to the Global Economy 
and AI Artificial Indigence.  
 

You will have Future Proofed Yourself… NOT be reliant on a JOB or anyone else… 
 

 
Your Dream Business…  

Needs to give you Time and Financial Freedom…  
 

Leverage Systems, the Internet, other people's time and skills and… Make MONEY 
while you sleep… Create Your Dream Business and live life on your terms ☺ 
 
Here’s the Best Online Business… 
 
Your Dream Business…  
 

It has the ability to make you…  
    More Money in your spare time…  
       Than most people make working full time! 
 
It’s a HTTK – High Ticket Turn-Key Online Business; 
 

❖ Inexpensive to Start… Want to take baby steps to online success? We have a 
$140.00 solution that anyone can make $1,000 - $3,000 in 30 Days 
 

❖ Get High Returns of $100 to $1,000 per sale. 
 

❖ Proven Business System AND Pays You First… 100% Commissions 
 

❖ Get 100% ROI with Your 1st Sale (except admin costs) 
 

❖ Training, Support and Mentoring included.  
 

❖ Done for You - Website, Lead Capture Pages and Follow Up Emails  
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❖ Automated Customer Follow Up System with One Click. 
 

❖ Buyers Leads supplied with One Click - Email, Voicemail or SMS Marketing 
 

❖ Automated International Phone Call so your prospects get their questions 
answered 24/7 with out you picking up the phone. 
 

❖ International business so You Are NOT Restricted with Locations. 
 

❖ The Company creates the Products and does the Support 
 

❖ The customers are in your database to market to for life 
 

❖ Basic Computer skills and no business or marketing skills required 
 

❖ You only need a Laptop, Smart Phone or Tablet and a Wi-Fi connection 
 

❖ Easily to Scale up Sales, as long as you can ‘copy and paste’  
 

❖ It’s a Business System that’s Automated, simple, proven and Done for You! 
 

❖ Make money while you are sleeping 
 

❖ FREE Mentoring for Life 
 

 
This is ‘Your Dream Business’ ...as a BONUS … we will give 

you a FREE Vacation for two! 
 

Next Step… Watch the Video to learn more -  
http://EasyOnlineBizSolutions.com/Dream-Biz   
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Watch this video and see how it can work for you  
‘Your Dream Business’  

 
 

http://EasyOnlineBizSolutions.com/Dream-Biz  
 

Take Action and be an Online Success! 
And Get a FREE Holiday on us! 
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Testimonials  
 
“What a fantastic business to be a part of. Before I got started I had never made a 
single dime online. The value you will find in this online business is far beyond what 
you will find elsewhere. 
 

Within just a few short weeks of getting started, I earned more than $7,000 in instant 
commissions! 
 

I was then able to treat myself to not only one but two fabulous vacations in the 
Bahamas and Jamaica and enjoy the sun and the beautiful crystal waters of the 
Caribbean. 
 

Furthermore, one of my very own referees made $10,000 in instant commissions in 
his first 30 days of doing business online, having been 
struggling with other companies for a long time before! 
 

If you want to learn how to grow your very own online 
business too and have the freedom to work where and 
whenever you want, let’s get you started into high gear 
and help you grow your online business successfully.” 
 

Pascale 
Montreal, Canada, January 2018 

 
__________________ 

 
 
I’m often asked by individuals looking to start an online business, how can they get 
started.   
 

I also have seasoned network marketing professionals ask if I know of any training 
programs with great content they could share with their teams, I always answer, “Of 
course I do, it’s the Genesis Library offered right here.” 
 

This Easy Online Business offers a business model 
which allows individuals like myself to actually earn 
income while learning the different aspects of owning an 
online business. 
 

The Genesis Library is a MUST HAVE for industry 
leaders looking to up their game and educate their 
teams. 
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Chrissy - Little Rock AR, November 2017 
 
“I have been in this Easy Online Business 2014. I made $12,000 my first month 
using their simple system, and the money just keeps coming in. 
 

This is the best single business I’ve seen since I started 
working on the web 18 years ago, it’s truly 
life-changing.. 
 

I love that members get their money back with their very 
first sale, and there is no limit to the amazing Top-Tier 
income members can receive, regardless of experience. 
 

The tools make it easy for everybody to succeed.” 
 

Michelle 
Toronto Canada February 2018 

 
 

__________________ 
 
 
 

“Since I have joined this business I have gained a wealth of knowledge about how to 
market on the internet. In the beginning I was looking for a way to market and 
promote my business on line and I didn’t know how. 
 

Then I found this Online Business…… easy step by step instructions made it easy to 
follow.   
 

Tutorials for the most popular platforms such as Facebook, Instagram and many 
more. 
There is so much value! Not only tutorials but 
interviews from some of the top MLM millionaires. 
Giving tips and strategies on how they achieved their 
success! 
 

I feel like I have gone to an online marketing and 
sales university.  I highly recommend Genesis Library 
for any business!.” 
 

Cheri 
Coquilam, Canada, March 2018  
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“This amazing company helps people around the world gain the knowledge needed 
to become successful in all walks of life. You can be one of them! 
 

However, too many people are always learning but never earning! 
With this Easy Online Business you can do both…..learn and earn. 
 

If you do what they teach you, you can unleash the 
Conquering Force within you, to reach your full 
potential. 
 

Then by simply sharing this world-class business with 
others you can make serious income and help others to 
the same!” 
 

Jack M. Zufelt 
“Mentor To Millions” 

                                           __________________ 
 

Your NEXT STEP is Simple… 
 

Click the Link Below… Check your emails and watch the 
short video ‘Your Dream Business’… is a click away! 

 
http://EasyOnlineBizSolutions.com/Dream-Biz  
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Resources – improving lifestyles and cash flows 
  
Want a FREE Business Strategy Session?  Valued at $397… 
 

Step 1:  Follow Us on Facebook at www.Facebook.com/EasyOnlineBizSolutions  
 

Step 2:  Share this Book’s Webpage Link on ALL Your Social Media Profiles. - 
http://EasyOnlineBizSolutions.com/Book  

 

Step 3: Claim Your FREE Online Business Strategy Session (valued at $397 and 
yours for FREE) simply emailing or message us the Promo Code: LIFESTLE-BIZ 
 
Subscribe to our Newsletter for Entrepreneurs - Inspiring and thought provoking 
articles for existing and budding Entrepreneurs from Easy Online Biz Solutions 

https://EasyOnlineBizsolutions.com/Entrepreneurs-newsletter  
 
Follow Us on Facebook - www.Facebook.com/EasyOnlineBizSolutions 
 

See some of the FREE Holiday location 
https://findnetsolutions.com/free-holiday 

 
Good luck ☺… we’re here to help – m.me/EasyOnlineBizSolutions  

 

 
Copyright ©  The information in this book is the property of David Cane and Easy 
Online Biz Solutions. The content of this book cannot be copied or duplicated in part 
or complete, without the written consent from David Cane of Easy Online Biz 
Solutions and Karanda Holdings Pty Ltd.  
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